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Hacking | News.exe

Let’s talk about hacking, the way it’s depicted, and
how those depictions compare with reality. A
commonly used definition for hacking is the act of
compromising digital devices and networks
through unauthorized access to an account or
computer system. Hacking is not always a
malicious act, but it is typically associated with
illegal activity and data theft by cyber criminals.
Hacking refers to the misuse of devices like
computers, smartphones, tablets, and networks to
cause damage to or corrupt systems, gather
information on users, steal data and documents,
or disrupt data-related activity. You probably
already knew that, but there are a great many
nuances and details to hacking that you should be
aware of.
The term “hacking” originates from the 1970s,
though it only came into common use during the
80s, with movies like Tron and WarGames. In 1980,
a group of teenagers cracked the computer
systems of major organizations like Los Alamos

National Laboratory, Security Pacific Bank, and
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, and a Newsweek
article covering the event became the first to use
the word “hacker” in the negative light it now
holds. This event also led Congress to pass several
bills around computer crimes, but that did not
stop the number of high-profile attacks on
corporate and government systems. Of course, the
concept of hacking has spiraled with the release of
the public internet, which has led to far more
opportunities and more lucrative rewards for
hacking activity. This saw
techniques evolve and
increase in sophistication
and gave birth to a wide
range of types of hacking
and hackers.

There are five main motivations for hackers today:
financial gain, corporate
espionage, notoriety...

What’s New

Should end-users Reset their Passwords? | Quickpass
This is a very hot button question ever since the
National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) released their updated guidelines. The key
points from the guidelines are as follows:
-

-

Minimum of 8 characters
Don't require special characters or numbers
Block passwords from previous breaches
Block common passwords (ie. 'password1',
'p@ssw0rd', 'welcome123')
Don't re-use the same password used for
other online services
Avoid single dictionary words even if used
with a special character or number (ie.
'trouble123', 'trouble!'')
Do not use repetitive or sequential characters
(i.e. ‘aaaaaa’, ‘1234abcd’)
Context-specific words, such as the name of
the service, the username, and derivatives
thereof (i.e. 'gmail12345', 'hotmailpassword1')
Make passwords as long as possible up to 64
characters to improve the password strength.
Passwords that are too short yield to brute
force attacks as well as to dictionary attacks
using words and commonly chosen
passwords.
Generate random passwords whenever
possible vs coming up with your own
passwords

-

-

-

Use a password manager to store your
passwords so you don't have to rely on your
memory to remember longer and more
secure passwords
Use multi-factor authentication or two factor
authentication if multi-factor is not available
wherever possible in addition to using a
secure password (i.e. Authenticator apps
such as Microsoft Authenticator or two factor
via recovery email or SMS)
Don't require mandatory periodic password
resets for user accounts unless there is
evidence the password was compromised,
the user forgot their password or the user
leaves the organization.

This can be a lot to take in and leaving some
confused as there are some points which can seem
contradictory. For starters they recommend a
minimum of 8 characters for a password policy,
without enforcing password complexity such as
numbers and/or symbols. A password of 8 characters with lowercase letters can be hacked in 5
seconds. If you add in a number,
Uppercase letter and symbol
that increases to 8 hours which
is still an extremely insecure
password. To their credit though
they do advise...

Burk I.T. recently had
the opportunity to
sponsor a charity golf
tournament for
Coalition for Kids, a
fantastic organization
helping out children
in the Tri-Cities. As part of that event, we
sent three of our employees, Ben Lawson,
Michael Trotter-Lawson, and Caleb Hart,
along with Caleb’s father, to represent Burk
in the tournament as well. The most
important aspect was supporting an
organization we really believe in, and we
are continuing to do so with our upcoming
12-hour charity livestream on November
19th! Watch for a YouTube video coming
soon with more details on the event!
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Our Mission

Client Spotlight

To create trusted relationships
while providing Practical,
Secure IT Results

We’re a small medical practice that is NOT

That’s the Burk I.T. Way

tech savvy – which is why we love working
with Burk IT. They make IT easy for us. No

matter what the issue, they’re there to help
and never talk over my head or make me
feel foolish for asking them questions.

Their response time to our requests for
help is fantastic and we can depend on

them to consistently address any problem

that arises, which is why we’ve been a loyal
client for over 15 years.

Judy Wampler

Practice Administrator
Psychiatric Associates of Kingsport

Tech Budgeting 101 for Small Businesses
With the new year around the corner, now is an
excellent time to review your organization’s budget to
ensure your business has the resources it needs to
continue to grow and prosper in the coming year.

It’s important to understand that in today’s highly
digitized environment, technology shouldn’t be an
afterthought. You need to have a clear and
well-defined IT budget since an unanticipated
technology issue in the middle of the year could cause
trouble.
In this blog post, we’ll explore a few key things to keep
in mind while budgeting for your IT needs.
Always assess your business needs
As technology advances at a breakneck pace, regular
technology refreshes become increasingly essential for
any company hoping to stay successful. Rather than
simply assuming you'll need the same IT budget as last
year, take the time to assess your organization’s

current needs, as well as how upgrading or moving to
different platforms might help your company meet
those needs.
Just like most technology-backed businesses, you
should allocate your IT budget to improve these four
areas:
Routine IT services
Hackers are always on the lookout for vulnerabilities in
your business network. You need to identify these
weaknesses in your IT infrastructure so that your
business network isn’t compromised. Make sure you
continuously monitor your network with a
vulnerability scanning solution to
identify potential problems and
develop the best preventive
measures...

